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Abstract. We look at two simple variations of space-bounded Turing machines (TM's): An 
off-line S(n)-space bounded TM where S(n) is below log n, which can use a pebble on the input 
tape, and a TM with two (or three) pebbles and no workspace. We show that in the former case, 
a pebble increases the recognition power of the device. The latter model(s) can accept large 
families of languages. For example, 2-pebble automata can accept languages accepted by deter- 
ministic checking stack automata, nd 3-pebble automata can accept languages accepted by 
'stack-resetting' two-way deterministic pushdown automata. Moreover, the pebble automata are 
halting (i.e., halt on all inputs). 
1. Introduction 
In this note, we study off-line Turing Machines (TM's) [8] with the capability of 
using a fixed number of pebbles which the finite control can use as markers on the 
input tape. Such devices have been studied earlier for the case when there is no 
workspace [11, 12]. During the computation, the device can deposit (retrieve) 
pebbles on (from) any cell of the tape. The next move depends on the current state, 
the contents of the cells scanned by the input and worktape heads, and on the 
presence (more generally, on the count) of pebbles on the current input tape cell. 
See, e.g., [11, 12] for details. 
It is well-known that 1-pebble finite automata ccept only regular sets. To provide 
nontrivial additional recognizing power, we consider two approaches. The first one 
is to add a read/write worktape, in addition to a pebble. The second one is to 
increase the number of pebbles. In the former case, it is easy to see that the pebble 
is redundant when the worktape used is log n or more, because the worktape can 
be used to encode, in binary, the position of the tape cell containing the pebble. 
This leads to the natural question whether a pebble adds power to off-line TM's 
operating in space below log n. We answer this question in the affirmative, even 
when the input is restricted to a language over a unary alphabet. We also show, by 
a minor modification of the proof in [14], that a pebble ceases to improve the power 
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of TM's when the worktape is below log log n. One of the goals of studying pebble 
TM's is to show some fundamental differences between the space complexity classes 
above and below log n. Our result adds to such a list of disparities pointed to earlier 
by [3, 6, 10]. (For further elaboration, see the concluding paragraph of Section 2.) 
We show that depth-first search is a powerful simulation tool, a method which 
was employed in [13] to settle some questions on how to make some space-bounded 
devices halting. This technique can be used to show that finite automata with two 
or three pebbles (2-PA's or 3-PA's) can accept large families of languages. For 
example, a 2-PA can accept any language accepted by a two-way deterministic 
checking stack automaton (2DCSA) [5, 9]. Moreover, the 2-PA is halting (i.e., halts 
on all inputs) even when the 2DCSA is not necessarily halting. This contrasts the 
fact that a two-way nondeterministic checking stack automaton is equivalent to a 
nondeterministic linear bounded automaton [9], and hence, cannot be simulated 
by any nondeterministic finite automaton with any number of pebbles. Similarly, 
we show that a halting 3-PA can accept any language accepted by a (not necessarily 
halting) two-way deterministic pushdown automaton (2DPDA) which is stack- 
resetting. A 2DPDA is stack-resetting if and only if whenever it pops, it erases the 
stack completely (by popping one symbol at a time), except for the bottom-of-stack 
symbol Zo, before making a pushing move. A similar notion was defined for one-way 
pushdown automata in [4]. 
2. One-pebble TM's with worktape below log n 
We will show that there is a language LoG a* which can be recognized by a 
1-pebble off-line deterministic TM using log log n space, but not by any off-line 
nondeterministic TM using space below log n. This implies that a pebble adds power 
to off-line TM's whose space complexity lies between log log n and log n. 
Theorem2.1. Let F be a function defined (on the natural numbers) as follows: 
F(n) = the smallest positive integer that does not divide n. Let Lo = {an[n >~ 1 and, for 
m < n, F (m)< F(n)}. Then, Lo can be recognized by a deterministic TM using a 
pebble, with log log n space, but not by any nondeterministic TM with less than log n 
space. 
Proof. We first show that Lo can be accepted by M, a log log n space bounded TM 
using a pebble. Let a n be an input to M. M marks i cells in the input tape using 
the pebble, starting with i = 1. It then computes F(i).  This can be done by starting 
with j = 1, 2 , . . .  on the worktape and testing i f j  divides i. This computation halts 
when a j that does not divide i is found. Then j is compared with the largest of the 
F(k)'s for k < i stored in a separate track and is replaced by j if j is larger. This is 
repeated until i = n -  1. At this stage, we have the largest of the F(k) 's for k< n 
stored in binary form. Call this t. Finally, M computes F(n) in the same way as 
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above and accepts the input if and only if F(n)> t. Clearly, M accepts L0 with 
space bounded by max{log F(i)[1 ~< i<~ n}. Now, by the prime number theorem 
(see, e.g., [2]), there exists a c > 0 such that F(n) < c log n for every natural number. 
It follows that the space is bounded by log log n. 
To show that Lo cannot be recognized by any TM which uses space below log n, 
we need a result in [6] which is stated as follows. If L_q a* is recognized by a 
deterministic TM using space below log n, then L has infinite regular subsets. It is 
easy to see that the result is true for nondeterministic TM's as well. Thus, if we 
show that Lo does not have infinite subsets, log n would be a lower bound on the 
space complexity to recognize Lo. We show this using the pumping lemma [8]. Let 
L~ _ Lo be an arbitrary (but fixed), infinite subset of Lo and let no be the constant 
in the pumping lemma. Then, there exists an n~ > no such that z = a n, ~ L 1. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume no> 3, so n~ is even. For any partition of z into 
xyw such that x = a i, y = a j, and w = a n'-i-~, 1 <~j< n~, pumping twice we obtain 
z'= a n'+j. By definition, n~ is divisible by 2, 3 , . . . ,  F(n~)-1, and j is divisible by 
2, 3 , . . . ,  F( j)  - 1. Also, since a n' ~ Lo, we have F(n~) > F(j), and thus, F(j) divides 
n~, but not j and hence, not n~ +j. Thus, F(n~ +j)= F( j )< F(n~) since z is in Lo. 
Thus, z'~ L1. This completes the proof. [] 
The above construction can be used to prove that the use of a pebble enhances 
the power of space constructibility. 
Corollary 2.2. [log log n ] is fully space constructible by an off-line pebble TM, but 
not by an off-line TM. 
Proof. The pebble TM M in the proof of Theorem 2.1 can be modified to lay off 
[log log n ] tape cells for all inputs of length n. It was shown in [3] that an off-line 
TM cannot lay off [log log n ] tape cells for all inputs of length n. [] 
Next, we show that 1-pebble TM's operating in space below log log n accept only 
regular languages. 
Theorem 2.3. Let M be a 1-pebble TM which uses space $(n) that grows slower than 
log log n. Then, M accepts only regular languages. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that in [14]. We only have to modify the definition 
of the storage configuration to include the current state, the contents of worktape 
and the position of the worktape head, and information regarding the presence of 
the pebble in the current cell and if it was placed or removed just prior to reaching 
the current configuration. We omit the details. [] 
A TM without pebbles can be further limited in its capability to mark off the 
input tape by restricting it to reverse the direction of movement of the input head 
only on the endmarkers. Call such devices sweeping TM's. It is easy to see that a 
sweeping TM with a pebble can simulate an off-line TM without increase in space. 
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Again, the only range of space complexity of interest in comparing the powers of 
sweeping and off-line TM's is between log log n and log n. It appears that, in this 
range, sweeping devices are weaker. Note that a candidate language to prove this 
should necessarily be over an alphabet of size at least 2 since it is easy to show that 
languages over a unary alphabet accepted by S(n)-space bounded TM's can be 
accepted by sweeping S( n)-space bounded TM's for all 'constructible' S(n). Finally, 
we observe that S(n)-space bounded TM's, where S(n) is below log n, may not 
possess ome closure properties, which are trivially possessed by space complexity 
classes above log n. We conjecture that they are not, e.g., closed under concatenation. 
Note that such a result would also prove that a pebble makes TM's using space 
below log n stronger. 
3. 2-PA's and 3-PA's 
A 2DCSA is similar to a 2DPDA except hat, once a symbol is written on the 
stack, it cannot be erased. A 2DCSA's stack head may, however, enter the stack in 
read-only mode, but once this has been done the 2DCSA loses the writing capability 
permanently. Hence, we can divide the computation of a 2DCSA into one writing 
phase (during which it writes or pushes symbols on the stack) followed by one 
reading phase (during which it enters the stack in read-only mode). See [5, 9] for 
a precise definition. We assume without loss of generality that the 2DCSA halts for 
inputs that are accepted. For inputs that are not accepted, the machine need not halt. 
A 2DCSA M is said to be in normal form if it satisfies the following properties: 
(1) In any accepting computation of M on input ea~ ...  an$, the stack contains 
a string of the form ZoZ~... Zk, where Zo and Zk = # are distinguished symbols. 
(2) Directly after writing Zk, the input head of M is on $ and the machine is in 
a unique state t. 
(3) M pushes exactly one symbol per move during the writing phase. Hence, we 
can associate with each Zi, 0<~ i<~ k, the state si of M directly after Zi has been 
written. Note that So = qo (the initial state) and sk = t. 
(4) When the input is accepted, the input head is on $ and the machine is in a 
unique accepting state f. 
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a 2DCSA.  Then, we can effectively construct an equivalent 
2DCSA M in normal form. 
Proof. (4) is easy. (1) and (2) can be accomplished asfollows. If M writes the last 
stack symbol Z in state q, then M' writes (q, Z) and pushes dummy symbols until 
the input head scans $. During the reading phase, M' simply ignores the dummy 
symbols it pushed. The proof of (3) is as follows. First construct a 2DCSA M~ 
equivalent to M which can only rewrite or push exactly one symbol. This is easily 
done as follows. If M rewrites Z by Z~Z2... Zk, then, by adding states, M~ can 
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perform the following operations: 
r p p p),ZlZ2 Zk ,  Z --~Z 1 . -~ZIZ  2 ~ . . . . . .  
where r stands for 'rewrite' and p stands for 'push'. Next, we construct from MI 
the 2DCSA M which has no rewrite moves. M operates like M1 but whenever M1 
has the following sequence of moves: 
r r r r 
Z - -~Z 1 - - -~Z 2 -~Z 3 --~ . . . , 
then M instead has the following sequence of computations: 
p --  p --  p 
z -,zz, z ,22 - zz, z2z3 
where the Zi's are the marked versions of the Zi's. Now, during the reading phase 
M has to find the proper symbol in the stack. Fig. 1 shows how this can be done. 
The first column of each row indicates the current configuration of M', the second 
column gives the direction in which the stack head of M~ moves, and the third 
column shows the resulting configuration by M'. In rows 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Fig. 1, 
we assume that the symbol to the right of Y or Y'k (if it exists) is not barred. [] 
. . .  ZY .  . . move fight . . .  ZY .  . . 
. . .  ZY . . .  move fight . . .  2Y... 
t 
. . .  ZYY, . . .~ Yk. - -  move fight . . .ZY IT , . . .  ~k . - -  
. . .  ZYY, . . .~ Yk---  move fight . . .  2YY , . . .  ~k . . -  
. . .  YZ . . .  move left . . .  YZ . . .  
. . .  ~ 'Z . . .  move left . . .  ~ 'Z . . .  
. "  YZZ l . . .  ~k . . .  move left . . .  YZ f fq . . .Zk . . .  
• "" YZZt . . .  ~k . . .  move left ".- ~rZZ1-.. Zk ' ' -  
t 
Fig. 1. 
Similarly, a stack-resetting 2DPDA is in normal form if it satisfies the following 
properties: 
(1) Whenever M makes a turn (from pushing to popping) on its pushdown store 
(or stack), it is in a unique state t, the top of the stack is a distinguished symbol 
#,  and the input head is scanning the fight endmarker $.
(2) M pushes or pops exactly one symbol per move. 
(3) When the input is accepted, the input head is on $, the stack contains Zo (the 
bottom-of-stack symbol) and M is in a unique accepting state f. 
The proof of the following proposition is similar to that of Proposition 3.1. 
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Proposition 3.2. Let M be a stack-resetting 2DPDA. Then we can effectively construct 
an equivalent stack-resetting 2DPDA M which is in normal form. 
Theorem 3.3. Let L be accepted by a 2DCSA hi. Then L can be accepted by a halting 
2-PA M'. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that M is a 2DCSA in normal form. Let 
¢x$ be the input to M and Ix[ = n. Define a partial configuration (or simply a 
configuration) of M as a 3-tuple (q, i, [r,j, Y]), where q e Q (the set of states), Y~ F 
(the stack alphabet), and 0<~ i, j << - n+l .  (q, i, [r,j, Y]) denotes the instance when 
M is in state q, its stack head is scanning symbol Y, and its input head is at position 
i (by convention, ¢ is at position 0 and $ is at position n + 1). In addition, r and j 
denote the state and input head position, respectively, directly after Y has been 
written during the writing phase of M. From the definition, it follows that the initial 
and accepting configurations of M are (q0, 0, [q0, 0, Zo]) and (f, n + 1, [t, n + 1, # ]), 
respectively. 
Let G~ be the graph whose nodes are of the form [ r, j, Y], where r e Q, Y ~ F, 
and 0<~j~ n+l .  We shall refer to It, j, Y] as a writing configuration of M. There 
is a directed edge from node It, j, Y] to node [s, l, Z] if M in state r, with input 
head at position j and top-of-stack symbol Y can (in one step) push Z on the stack, 
enter state s, and move its input head to position l (note that l= j  or j+  1). Let T~ 
be the subgraph of G~ consisting of all nodes that can reach [ t, n + 1, # ]. Since M 
is deterministic, T~ is a tree (with edges reversed) with root It, n + 1, # ]. 
We now describe the operation of the 2-PA M'. The idea is for M' to simulate 
the computation of M backwards by depth-first search. A similar technique was 
used in [13] to prove that every space-bounded deterministic TM can be made 
halting. Intuitively, M'  first checks whether in fact M has a sequence of pushing 
moves that leads to It, n+ 1, #]  by performing a depth-first search of T~. (Note 
that, in general, a node may have several predecessors; however, we may assume 
that they are ordered so that M'  can systematically visit each of them when traversing 
the tree.) If, when traversing the tree, M visits node [qo, 0, Zo], then M can indeed 
reach [ t, n + 1, # ]. If the search fails, then M must have looped during its writing 
phase, and M' simply rejects and halts. Clearly, the search of T1 requires no pebbles, 
only input head movement. 
We now show how M'  simulates the reading phase of M. Consider the directed 
graph G2 whose nodes are partial configurations of M. There is a directed edge 
from (q, i, Jr, j, Y]) to (p, k, Is, l, Z]) if and only if M can go in one step from 
configuration (q, i, [r,j, Y]) to configuration (p, k, [s,/, Z]) (note that k = i or i+ 1). 
Let T2 be the subgraph of G2 consisting of all nodes that can reach the accepting 
configuration (f, n + 1, [t, n + 1, # ]). Because M is deterministic, T2is a tree rooted 
at the accepting configuration. 
M' performs a backward simulation of the reading phase of M by performing a 
depth-first search of T2. M'  accepts if and only if during the traversal it visits 
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(t, n + 1, [t, n + 1, # ]) (i.e., the configuration that begins the reading phase); other- 
wise it rejects. (Note that M'  has already checked whether (t, n+l ,  [t, n+l ,  #])  
can be reached from the initial configuration (qo, 0, [q0, 0, Zo]).) 
More precisely, M' will represent he instance when it is visiting a node 
(q, i, [r,j, Y]) by having a pebble each on positions i and j of the input tape and 
storing (q, [r, Y]) in its state. Note that when M' moves from node (q, i, [r,j, Y]) 
to a predecessor (p, k, [s, I, Z]) in T2, it is in fact 'guessing' the configuration M 
was in prior to entering configuration (q, i, [r,£ Y]). We may choose to make M 
guess p, k, and [s, l, Z]. However, a better way is to make M guess only p and k 
and determine [s, l, Z] precisely. If the choice of p and k specifies that the stack 
head of M moves up or remains tationary, then [s, 1, Z] can be directly obtained 
from [r,j, Y]. However, if the stack head moves down, then M' has to determine 
the previous tack symbol Z before Y was written by M. This is easily done without 
use of additional pebbles as follows. Starting from the initial (writing) configuration 
[qo, 0, Zo] M' simulates the writing phase of M directly, until M enters configuration 
[r,j, Y]. If, while doing this, M' also remembers the predecessor f each configur- 
ation, M' can then determine the preceding writing configuration [s, l, Z] when M 
enters [r, j, Y]. Note that M'  will not loop during the simulation since it has already 
established that M can go from [q0, 0, Zo] to the final writing configuration [t, n + 
1,#].  
The same actions are performed by M' when it backtracks (which happens when 
it visits a configuration of M with no predecessors). We leave the formal construction 
of M' to the reader. [] 
Corollary 3.4. Let L be accepted by a 2DPDA M which makes exactly one turn (/.e., 
reversal) on its stack for all inputs. Then L can be accepted by a halting 2-PA M'  in 
O(n 2) time. 
Proof. Let ¢x$ be the input to M and Ixl = rL Assume, without loss of generality, 
that M is in normal form (see Proposition 3.2). Hence, M makes a turn (from 
pushing to popping) in a unique state t, with a unique top of stack symbol # and 
with its input head scanning the right endmarker $. Thus, we can also associate 
with M the tree Tt (with root [t, n+l ,  #])  described in the previous proof. M'  
first checks whether M can in fact reach 
configuration [qo, 0, Zo], by performing 
whether [qo, 0, Zo] is in the tree. If it is 
configuration [ t, n + 1, # ] from the initial 
a depth-first search of T~ to determine 
not, then M has entered an infinite loop 
when it was pushing and M'  rejects and halts. If it is, then M' does the following. 
M' directly simulates the popping phase of M starting from configuration (t, n + 
1, [t, n + 1, # ]). As in a 2DCSA, M' will represent the instance when it is simulating 
configuration (q, i, [r,j, Y]) of M by having a pebble each on positions i and j of 
the input tape and storing (q, [ r, Y]) in its state. Suppose that from this configuration 
M pops and goes to configuration (p, k, [s,/, Z]). Since M' is simulating M in the 
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forward direction, it  can determine the next state p and the new head position k 
precisely. However, M'  does not know the new top-of-stack symbol Z. In order to 
determine this, M' performs a forward simulation of the pushing phase of M until 
M enters configuration [ r, j, Y]. If, while doing this, M' remembers the predecessor 
of each configuration, then it can determine the unique predecessor [s, l, Z] of 
It, j, Y] when it reaches this configuration. 
Simulating the pushing phase of M (in the reverse direction) takes O(n) time, 
because the number of nodes of 7"1 is O(n). During the popping phase, M makes 
at most O(n) moves. M' simulates the popping phase of M directly, but takes O(n) 
steps in simulating each step (because of the need to regenerate he symbol at the 
top of the stack). Hence, the simulation takes O(n 2) time. [] 
Corollary 3.4 can be strengthened. Call a stack-resetting 2DPDA finite-reset if for 
all inputs it makes at most a finite number of turns on its pushdown store. Otherwise, 
the machine is called unbounded-reset. Obviously, one-turn 2DPDA and 1-reset 
2DPDA are the same. 
Theorem 3.5. Let L be accepted by a finite-reset 2DPDA M. Then L can be accepted 
by a halting 3-PA M' in O(n 2) time. 
ProoL We assume that M is in normal form. Since M is finite-reset, here exists a 
constant k such that M does not make more than k turns (from pushing to popping) 
on its stack. The simulation by 3-PA M' proceeds in much the same way as the 
simulation of a one-turn 2DPDA (see proof of Corollary 3.4), except hat an extra 
pebble is used to mark the input head position of the configuration that ends each 
popping phase. More precisely, M'  does the following. Using two pebbles M' 
simulates the first pushing and popping phases of M, just like the simulation of a 
one-turn 2DPDA by a 2-PA (see proof of Corollary 3.4). When the final popping 
configuration is obtained, M' uses the third pebble to mark the input head position 
of this configuration and stores the state in its finite-state control. Then, M'  simulates 
the next pushing and popping phases of M. Note that M may loop and have an 
unbounded number of turns. However, M remembers in its finite-state control the 
maximum number of turns that M can make. When this number is exceeded, M' 
simply halts and rejects. [] 
Note that the running time in Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 cannot be improved 
since a one-turn 2DPDA (or, equivalently, a 1-reset 2DPDA) can accept he language 
L = {x # x R I x in {0, 1}*}. However, this language requires O(n 2) time on a single- 
tape TM for infinitely many inputs [7]. 
It is very unlikely that the three pebbles needed by the PA in Theorem 3.5 can 
be reduced. Let Lk= LL . . .  L (k times), where L is the language defined in the 
previous paragraph. Clearly, L k can be accepted by a finite-reset one-way DPDA 
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(1DPDA) and, hence, by a finite-reset 2DPDA in normal form, L ~ and L 2 can be 
accepted by 2-PA's. However, for each k ~> 3, L k seems to need three pebbles. 
It is well known that any 1DPDA can be made halting [8]. The construction also 
holds for stack-resetting 1DPDA's. It follows that a stack-resetting 1DPDA can be 
converted to a halting stack-resetting 2DPDA in normal form. Hence, from Theorem 
3.5 we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.6. Any language accepted by an unbounded-reset 1DPDA M can be 
accepted by a halting 3-PA M' in O(n 2) time. 
Proof. Let MI be the halting stack-resetting 2DPDA equivalent to M. The 3-PA M' 
simulates M1 as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, except now M'  does not use a counter 
to count the number of turns made by M~. Since M1 is halting, so is M'. [] 
For inputs of length n, the number of times an unbounded-reset 2DPDA M can 
reset its stack is cn, for some constant c which depends on M but is independent 
of n. By attaching a counter (another pebble) to the 3-PA M'  of Theorem 3.5, the 
resulting 4-PA can simulate an unbounded-reset 2DPDA in O(n 3) time. However, 
by a more involved construction, we can reduce the number of pebbles to three. 
Theorem 3.7. Let L be accepted by an unbounded-reset 2DPDA M. Then L can be 
accepted by a halting 3-PA M'. 
Proof. Let ¢x$ be the input to M and Ixl = n We assume that M is in normal form. 
As in a one-turn 2DPDA, let configuration [q, i, Z] denote the instance when M is 
in state q, with the input head at position i and with Z at the top of the stack. Let 
G be the graph whose nodes are configurations of the form [q, i, Zo]. There is a 
directed edge from [p,j, Zo] to [q, i, Zo] if and only if M can reach configuration 
[q, i, Zo] from configuration [p,j, Zo] by making exactly one complete (pushing to 
popping) turn on the stack. Since M is deterministic, the subgraph T of G consisting 
of all nodes that can reach [f, n + 1, Zo] is a tree (with edges reversed) rooted at 
[f, n+ 1, Zo]. 
Informally, the 3-PA M' performs a backward simulation of M by performing a 
depth-first search of T starting from configuration [f, n+ 1, Zo]. M' accepts the 
input if and only if the initial configuration [qo, 0, Zo] is in the tree. 
As before, M'  will represent the instance when it is visiting node [q,/, Zo] by 
having a pebble at position i of the input tape and storing q in its state. Now 
suppose M' wants to move from this configuration toa predecessor [p, j, Zo]. Before 
it actually makes the move, M'  first verifies whether in fact M has a 'one-turn 
computation' from [p,j, Zo] to [q, i, Zo]. If such a computation exists, then M'  visits 
[p, j, Zo] and continues the search from this node. Otherwise, M' chooses another 
predecessor of [q, i, Zo] and repeats the process. If [q,/, Zo] has no more pre- 
decessors, then M'  backtracks. Since M is deterministic, [q, i, Zo] has a unique 
successor [ , k, Zo]. M'  can easily determine [ r, k, Zo] by directly simulating M until 
it makes one complete turn on its stack. The configuration reached at the end of 
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this turn (i.e., when the top of the stack becomes Zo) is precisely Jr, k, Z0]. (Note 
that we are guaranteed that M'  will not loop when simulating M since the fact that 
it has visited [q,/, Zo] implies that M has a one-turn computation from [q, i, Zo] to 
[r, k, Zo].) M'  completes the backtracking move by removing the pebble at position 
i of its tape, erasing q from its finite-state control and choosing a new predecessor 
of [r, k, Zo]. 
We now describe how M'  determines whether M has a one-turn computation 
from configuration [p,£ Zo] to configuration [q, i, Z0]. Since [q, i, Zo] is the node 
currently visited, M'  has a pebble at tape position i and has q stored in its state. 
In addition, M'  'remembers' [p, j, Zo] by placing a pebble at tape position j and 
storing p in its state. Then M'  proceeds as follows. M' first checks whether M has 
a sequence of pushing moves from configuration [p,j, Zo] to configuration [t, n + 
1, #] (recall that M always "turns' in the unique configuration [t, n+l ,  #]) .  M'  
does this checking in a manner similar to the simulation of a one-turn 2DPDA (see 
proof of Corollary 3.4). That is, M' performs a depth-first search of the tree 7"1 of 
'pushing' configurations rooted at It, n + 1, # ] to check if [p,j, Zo] is in the tree. If 
the search fails, then M'  'abandons' [p,j, Zo] (by retrieving the pebble at tape 
position j and erasing p from its state) and chooses a new predecessor f [q, i, Zo]. 
If the search succeeds, then M' proceeds by checking if there is a sequence of 
popping moves from configuration It, n + 1, # ] to [q, i, Zo]. M'  does this by simulat- 
ing the popping phase of M backwards, starting from configuration [q, i, Zo]. From 
a given configuration [q, il, ZI] M' guesses a popping configuration [q2, i2, Z2] that 
leads to [ql, il, Z~] in one step. While M does not know whether q2 and /2 are in 
fact the fight state and head position, respectively, of the previous popping configur- 
ation, it can determine stack symbol Z2 precisely by directly simulating the pushing 
phase of M (using another pebble to mark the position of the input head at the 
time Z1 was pushed onto the stack). The same actions are performed when M' 
backtracks (after eaching a configuration without predecessors). If, after exhausting 
all possible configurations, [t, n+l ,  #]  is not reached, then M' simulates the 
popping phase of M directly (again, using a forward simulation of the pushing 
phase to regenerate he stack symbols) until configuration [q, i, Zo] is reached. Then 
M' abandons [p, j, Zo] and chooses another predecessor f [q, i, Zo]. [] 
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